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We are transforming mobility
thanks to a blend of technology
and art, a combination of new ideas
and unique design. We are showing
the whole world that functionality
can be fun and that practicality can
also be a thing of beauty. We want
to ensure that pressing that start
button sets off reactions that

will transform Monday mornings
into an exciting experience,
whether it be the scramble to
school, the hours spent in traffic
or the panic phone calls made
when there is no more bread left
at home. Let’s enjoy even the most
mundane of routes and make our
journey the highlight of the day.

PIAGGIO MAKES YOUR DAILY RIDE ON TWO OR THREE WHEELS SOMETHING
EXTRA SPECIAL, AN ENERGISING EXPERIENCE THAT FILLS YOUR WORLD
WITH ITALIAN STYLE AND DESIGN WITH A CONTEMPORARY FLAVOUR.
BUT IT’S NOT JUST STYLE, IT’S SUBSTANCE AS WELL. WE HAVE YOUR
SAFETY AND COMFORT IN MIND AT ALL TIMES AND AS A RESULT ALL OF
OUR ACCESSORIES ARE PUT THROUGH THE SAME THOROUGH TESTING AS
OUR VEHICLES, TO GIVE YOU A SAFER AND MORE COMFORTABLE RIDING
EXPERIENCE. FOCUS ON ENJOYING YOUR RIDE AND LEAVE THE DETAIL TO US.

The image refers to a European model.

VERDE OPACO 333/A
CM296307

NERO CARBONIO 93/B
CM296309

VERDE OPACO 333/A
CM296507

GRIGIO 715/C
CM296508

GRIGIO 715/C
CM296308

TOP BOX 50 L.

SPORT

Capacious, with quick release system. Capable of housing two modular helmets. Upper shell painted the same colour as the vehicle, comfortable
passenger backrest finished using the same material and colour as the saddle. Internal document holder and elastic luggage retaining strap.
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MP3

NERO CARBONIO 93/B
CM296509

TOP BOX 37 L.

SPORT

Quick release top-box. Capable of housing a modular helmet. Upper shell painted the same colour as the vehicle, complete with comfortable
passenger backrest finished using the same material and colour as the saddle.

MP3
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COMFORT + LEG COVER
606706M
New concept of “hi-end” leg cover to improve the all-season riding comfort:
designed on the vehicle shape, water resistant, modular and easily convertible
accordingly with climate conditions. TPU finishing, innovative anti-waving
system with stabilizing inserts, antitheft, heating system housing and
reflecting graphic & Logo.
The image refers to a European model.

THERMO-FORMED, QUICK-RELEASE
SUITCASES
1B002049
1B002032 kit supporti valigie / supports kit

QUICK-RELEASE THERMO-FORMED
TOP-BOX
1B002052
1B002054 kit supporti / supports kit

Pair of lateral, impact and vibration resistant thermo-formed
suitcases, premium internal and external finishings and design
matching with the vehicle. Quick-release system. Capacity 42
lt. needs the mounting supports kit P.N. 1B002032

Impact and vibration resistant thermo-formed top-boxes,
with premium internal and external finishings and design
matching that of the vehicle. Quick-release system. Capacity 30 lt. Mounting supports kit P.N. 1B002054 supplied
separately.

16 LT TUNNEL BAG

STYLE WINDSCREEN KIT
1B006104

605650M
This accessory has been designed to provide extra storage
for the most demanding scooter riders. Features an
internal storage capacity of 16 lt, plus handle side pockets.
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MP3

High-quality, splinter-proof windscreen. Guarantees greater
air protection. The support bars are produced with finishings
that match the other aesthetic details of the vehicle.

HEATING ACCESSORIES CONTROL UNIT KIT
2S000122
Control the energy absorbed by electrical devices installed
on the vehicle, ensuring battery duration and sufficient
energy to start the vehicle. Two separate buttons & 4
temperature levels for both leg cover and handgrips heating
units (to be purchased separately).

LEG COVER WITH HEATING SYSTEM
COMPATIBLE
605576M011
Provides excellent protection against the cold, using
thermal insulation & WP materials. Maximum stability
even at high speeds. Seat-cover and anti-theft system are
included. Designed to host a heating unit that keeps warm
legs during winter time.

HEATED HANDGRIPS KIT
2S000121
Increase riding comfort during cold weather. The
temperature can be set to four different levels. In order to
install this kit, the vehicle must be equipped with the heated
accessories control unit 2S000122.

LEG COVER HEATING KIT
2S000124
The original Piaggio leg cover can be fitted with this small
electric cover that increases riding comfort during the winter
months. The temperature can be set to four different levels.
In order to install this kit, the vehicle must be equipped with
the heated elements control unit 2S000122.

MP3
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COMFORT + SADDLE
1B005261
The Comfort+ saddle maximize the riding comfort thanks to
an innovative technology that use tridimensional springs and
volume optimization of the seat volumes. Designed with color
contrast inserts and embossed logo, this saddle is even more
exclusive.

INNOVATIVE 3D ELASTIC
MATERIAL

COMFORT GEL SADDLE
2S000119 MARRONE / BROWN
2S000137 NERO / BLACK
The gel inserts guarantee a comfortable ride for both the
rider and the passenger.

SADDLE-HANDLEBAR TOP
MECHANICAL ANTI-THEFT DEVICE
605537M028
Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical anti-theft
system which anchors the handlebar to the vehicle with a
fastener system fixed to the body. Practical, clean, fast, safe,
comfortable.
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HANDGRIPS COVERS
605690M

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT DEVICE
1D001770
1D001738 Kit installazione /Installation kit

PIAGGIO MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM 2.0
606522M / CPU
1D001737 /Installation kit

Water-proof Handgrips covers with thermal padding that
provide protection even in the coldest weather. Customised
with Piaggio logo.

Anti-theft device for compatible vehicles.
With electronic key and remote control.

The PMP device has been designed to let you connect a
smartphone to your scooter, transforming it into a genuine
multimedia platform.
To install this device, purchase P.N. 1D001737.

MP3 RACING FOOT-PEDALS KIT

MULTIMEDIA AND GPS SUPPORT KIT

SMARTHPHONE SUPPORT

605473M
The non-slip aluminium racing foot-pedals lend the vehicle
a sporting feel.

COD. 2S000118
Support all major satellite navigators. It is equipped with a
power supply cable for satellite navigators. Compatible with
605923M003, 605923M004 and 605923M005.

COD. 605923M003 Specchio 3,8” / Mirror 3,8”
COD. 605923M004 Specchio 4,3”/ Mirror 4,3”
COD. 605923M005 Specchio 5,5” / Mirror 5,5”
Includes a support and holder for all major smartphones.
The vehicle is equipped with a standard USB port that can be
used to recharge your smart phone via a power cable. may
also be mounted on 2S000118.

MP3
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BITUBO SPECIAL SHOCK ABSORBERS
606390M solo x 500cc/only for 500cc
Improved comfort and vehicle response in all driving
conditions and on every road surface. Micro-metric
adjustment of the variable pitch spring without the use of
tools The hydraulic compression can be adjusted by means
of latching knob (no specific tools required). Separate oil/gas
tank for improved cooling during heavy usage. Anti-vibration
spring guide
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OUTDOOR VEHICLE PROTECTION COVER
COD. 605290M001
Outdoor vehicle protection cover, complete with openings
designed to accommodate any additional accessories
mounted on the vehicle. Black, with reflective strips, transparent window for the number plate and PVC coated chain
ring Piaggio logo.

BV
The image refers to a European model.

BIANCO ICEBERG 505/A
CM277508

NERO LUCIDO 90/B

BIANCO ICEBERG 505/A
CM290304

CM277518

NERO LUCIDO 90/B
CM290302

VERDE OPACO 333/A

VERDE OPACO 333/A

CM277519

TOP BOX 37 L.

CM290303

SPORT

Quick-release, 37 Lt. top-box (can hold a modular helmet or two demi-jet helmets). Cover painted the same color as the vehicle and
Piaggio logo. Includes comfort backrest for passenger in same material and color as saddle,. Installation kit 1B003657 needed to mount
on standard rack.
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BEVERLY

TOP BOX 36 L.

SPORT

Quick-release 36 Lt. top-box. Capable of housing a full-face helmet and a full jet helmet with visor. Cover painted the same colour as
the vehicle. Includes comfort backrest for passenger in same material and colour as saddle.

BEVERLY
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37 LITRE TOP-BOX SUPPORT
1B003657

1B004445

Necessary when installing the medium top-box
CM27750*. Includes a pair of handlebar caps for
increased stability.

Windscreen kit in very high-quality shock-resistant
methacrylate (4 mm thick).

TRANSPARENT TOP FAIRING

SMOKED EFFECT TOP FAIRING

674541
Flyscreen in very high-quality shock-resistant
polycarbonate (4 mm thick).

The image refers to a European model.

WINDSCREEN

674539
Flyscreen in very high-quality shock-resistant
polycarbonate (4 mm thick). Original equipment on Sport
Touring version.

BEVERLY
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LEG COVER
606095M

OUTDOOR VEHICLE PROTECTION COVER
605290M003

Rapid installation. Guarantees easy access to the ignition
key. Maximum stability even at high speeds. Seatcover
and anti-theft system integrated.

Vehicle protection cover with zip regulations to hold
additional accessories. Black, with Piaggio logo.

E-POWER ELECTRONIC ALARM

SADDLE-HANDLEBAR TOP MECHANICAL
ANTI-THEFT DEVICE

602687M

605537M014

E-POWER electronic alarm with electronic key and twobutton remote control.
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BEVERLY

Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical anti-theft
system which anchors the handlebar to the vehicle with
a fastener system fixed to the body. Practical, clean, fast,
safe, comfortable.

The image refers to a European model.

BEIGE
CM260404

NERO/GRIGIO

NERO/ROSSO

CM260405

CM260406

BIANCO 566
CM271103

BACKREST
Ergonomic backrest that completes the top-box in the same material as the saddle.

GRIGIO TITANIO 798/B
CM271116

GRIGIO TITANIO 742/B
CM271113

BLU MIDNIGHT 222/A
CM271106

NERO LUCIDO 94
CM271111

MARRONE MET 135/A
CM271112

NERO GOFFRATO
1B002187

TOP-BOX SUPPORT KIT
1B002447

TOP BOX 32 L.
Quick-release, 32 Lt. capacity top-box (can hold a modular helmet). Cover painted the same colour as the vehicle. Piaggio logo Plate
and possibility to mount the backrest (optional). Installation kit 1B002447 necessary when mounted on standard luggage rack.
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LIBERTY

Necessary when installing the top-box CM27110*.

WINDSCREEN
1B002633
Shock-resistant, splinter-proof metacrylate windscreen,
4 mm thicknes. Integrated hand-guards. Innovative design
with shortened shafts and «hi-tech» black cover. Tested
and approved by Piaggio.

LIBERTY
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TRANSPARENT FLYSCREEN
1B002644

SMOKED EFFECT FLYSCREEN
1B003972

Shock-resistant, splinter-proof smoked metacrylate
flyscreen, 4 mm thicknes. New design with shortened
shafts and «hi-tech» black cover. Tested and approved by
Piaggio.

Shock-resistant, splinter-proof smoked metacrylate
flyscreen, 4 mm thicknes. New design with shortened
shafts and «hi-tech» black cover. Tested and approved by
Piaggio.

LEG COVER

OUTDOOR VEHICLE PROTECTION COVER

606247M
Specially designed mounting system for new Liberty
model. Liberty Logo Anti-flapping system with tubes.
Anti-theft system with steel cable. Integrated waterproof
saddle cover.

606248M
Waterproof material includes specific adjustable pockets
to hold any additional accessories (windscreen and topbox). Black. Customised with reflective Liberty logo.

LIBERTY
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CENTRAL MAT KIT
1B003435

SIDE STAND KIT
1C001823

Reproduces the shape of the vehicle footrest and is
designed to provide protection. Non-slip. Embossed logo.

Includes accidental vehicle ignition sensor.
Installation kit included.

ELECTRONIC ANTI-THEFT DEVICE

BIKEFINDER

1D001770
1D001284 Kit installazione /Installation kit
Self-powered electronic anti-theft device. Multi-function
remote control. Reduced energy consumption. May be
installed with other electronic systems (PMP, PAS, …).
Installation kit (required) 1D001284.
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LIBERTY

1D001223
1D001241 kit intallazione/intallation kit
Rapid vehicle recognitions system. Remote saddle
opening function (via remote control). Bike Finder
installation kit (required) 1D001241.

MECHANICAL SADDLEHANDLEBAR ANTI-THEFT DEVICE
605537M029

PLUS+ MECHANICAL SADDLEHANDLEBAR ANTI-THEFT DEVICE
605537M030

Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical anti-theft
system which locks the handlebar to the vehicle with a
fastener system fixed to the body. Practical, clean, fast,
safe, comfortable.

Simple and easy to use mechanical anti-theft system which locks
the handlebar to the vehicle with a fastener system fixed to the
body. Practical, clean, fast, safe, comfortable. Plus version with
antitampering lock and superior level of anti-humidity treatment.

PLATFORM (PMP)

SMARTPHONE RECHARGER KIT

606409M
1D001312 kit intallazione/intallation kit
This device is designed to let you connect your scooter
to your smartphone, transforming it into an on-board
computer capable of managing all your vehicle and
journey information. Installation kit (required) 1D001312.
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LIBERTY

1D001558
USB port for recharging smartphones and other
multimedia devices. Built into backshield box.

The image refers to a European model.

WINDSCREEN
1B005934
Windshield made of high quality metacrylate (4mm).
Shafts painted in black.

The image refers to a European model.

MECHANICAL SADDLEHANDLEBAR
ANTI-THEFT DEVICE
605537M006
Extremely simple and easy to use mechanical anti-theft
system which locks the handlebar to the vehicle with a
fastener system fixed to the body. Practical, clean, fast,
safe, comfortable.

TYPHOON
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DYNAMIC REAR BAG
606271M

DYNAMIC TOP-TUBE BAG
606272M

TOP COMFORT SADDLE
1B003199

COMFORT HANDGRIPS WITH LIGHT
INDICATORS
1B003202

Multifunction bag made from highly resilient technical fabric.
Installed easily on the rear rack, the innovative system of
expanding side bags offers additional carrying capacity, while
the shoulder strap gives maximum versatility. With a splash
resistant zip and integrated rain hood for use in all weather
conditions.

Bag made in highly resilient technical fabric. Installed easily on the top tube, this bag lets you bring small everyday
objects with you in complete safety.

Improved comfort saddle made in dual density material.
The suspension system absorbs uncomfortable shocks,
while the steel rails ensure more stability.

Pair of hand grips with integrated LED turn lights for
improved road safety. The ergonomic design follows the
profile of the hand to offer improved rider comfort.

DYNAMIC SEAT-TUBE BAG

DYNAMIC SADDLE BAG

LEATHER “JOURNEY” SET

LEATHER “STYLE”SET

606274M

606273M

Bag made from highly resilient technical fabric. Installed
easily between the seat tube and the top tube. Double
pockets with splash resistant zips for extraordinary versatility.
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WI-BIKE

Bag made from highly resilient technical fabric. Installed
easily under the saddle, this bag lets you take small
everyday objects with you in complete safety. Simple and
practical to use, with the KLICKfix quick release system.
Finished with a high visibility reflective strip.

606332M
Set of genuine leather accessories hand-crafted in Italy.
The set consists of an elegant handlebar bag with shoulder strap and a pair of rear side panniers with security
system, for transporting objects while giving the bike a
sophisticated and stylish look.

606331M
Set of genuine leather accessories hand-crafted in Italy,
designed to complement the bike with elegant details
The set consists of a pair of hand grips with brushed
aluminium finish, a saddle and an under-saddle bag with
hot-embossed logo.

WI-BIKE
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SPORT REAR RACK
1B003203

ìCARRIER BELT
606280M

Sports style rack which fits quickly onto the seat tube.
Maximum load capacity 10 Kg.

Elastic luggage retainer with three straps and dual hooks.

FRAME LOCK

STEERER SMARTPHONE SUPPORT

606266M
Mechanical antitheft device with innovative design.
Installed directly onto the frame, this lock offers excellent
security with a drill-proof lock barrel and a bracket in
tempered steel. The ergonomic button and practical
folding key make this an extremely easy to use device.
ART homologated. Additional Plug-In chain available as
optional (606267M).
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WI-BIKE

606282M
Universal smartphone holder with “click & fix” quick
release system. Mounted in centre of handlebar for
excellent ergonomics.

WI-BIKE
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STEM SMARTPHONE SUPPORT
606398M
Universal smartphone holder with “click & fix” quick
release system. Mounted on handlebar for excellent
stability.
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WI-BIKE

TYRE REPAIR KIT
606281M
Full service kit to quickly repair a tyre in the event of flat
tyre, in a practical and easily to carry case.

WI-BIKE
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LEATHER GLOVES

TEXTILE GLOVES

Made in Vented Goat Leather, 0.6/ 0.8 mm thick, with inserts in high tenacity elastic flex tenax Nylon 6.6, extremely abrasion
resistance, and high resistant Microfiber, is offering an extreme comfort fit with a high sensibility on handlebar controls. The
palm in high resistance clarino suede microfiber, in combination with padding protection on palm, back & side of hands allow to
ride in a full safe and relax mode. EN 13594 certified. Piaggio Logo on rubber base of wrist closure.

Stretch textile gloves very good for warm climates: their Clarino microfiber and vented inserts provide great comfort of use and
air transpiration. Ideal for short and urban commuting during summer time. Elasticized Punched fabric, with high resistant suede
microfiber palm. Neoprene cuff with Piaggio Logo on the closure and thermoplastic rubber knuckle protectors.
EN 13594 Certified. Product weight: 0,10

TAGLIE/SIZES
S

606681M001P

M

606681M002P

L

606681M003P

XL

606681M004P

XXL

606681M005P

XXXL 606681M006P
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TAGLIE/SIZES
S

606762M01PG

M

606762M02PG

L

606762M03PG

XL

606762M04PG

XXL

606762M05PG

XXXL 606762M06PG

APPAREL
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Le descrizioni dei prodotti e degli accessori presenti in questo catalogo (dimensioni, misure, specifiche) sono basate su
informazioni disponibili al momento della pubblicazione. Piaggio si riserva il diritto di effettuare in qualsiasi momento
modifiche alle descrizioni e alle specifiche o di cambiare o mettere in discontinuità qualsiasi oggetto presente in questo
catalogo senza alcun obbligo di comunicazione e senza incorrere in alcuna obbligazione.
Per maggiori informazioni sule caratteristiche e sulla disponibilità dei singoli accessori rivolgiti alla rete di vendita Piaggio.
Piaggio® è un marchio di titolarità esclusiva di Piaggio & C. S.p.A.
L’uso del marchio Piaggio® è consentito solo previa autorizzazione scritta di Piaggio & C. S.p.A.
All products and accessories description (measurement, dimensions, specifications) are based on available information at the time
of publication. Piaggio may make changes at any time to specifications and description and may change or discontinue any of the
items included in this catalogue, without notice and without incurring any obligations.
For other information on technical characteristics and availability of single accessories please refer to Piaggio dealer network.
Piaggio® is a registered trademark owned by Piaggio & C. S.p.A.
Any unauthorized use infringes the registration rights of the trademark or other applicable laws.

piaggio.com

